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Here's an opportunity for you to give New Orleans "A
Taste of the 9th Infantry Division Association." Attend
the 50th Division's Annual Reunion and show New
Orleans that we are a proud bunch of WWII veterans
who fought hard with little complaint afterwards. By
wearing our 9th Division emblem we can demonstrate
the "Old Reliable" Spirit.
New Orleans is a city of words, sights, sounds and of
course, "Tasty Foods". The modern city ends at the
beginning of the French Quarters... a place of narrow
cobblestone streets, magnificent old buildings, many
restaurants and shopping places.
The Clairion Hotel located on Canal Street offers us
an ideal location to see some of the interesting sights
and patronize their places of business ... many within
walking distance.
The Hotel will provide complimentary bus service to
certain locations. Use the La Salle Street entrance for
transportation to and from the French Quarter. There
are 759 tastefully decorated rooms in the hotel of
which The Florida Chapter has contracted for 275.
This means no satellite hotel necessary. There is an
outdoor pool, exercise room, hot tub, and a
self-service laundromat on the sixth floor.
Many members who attended the Lake Placid
Reunion received a colorful envelope kit which
included important information and a Reservation
Card. You may obtain your kit by writing to: Emil J. De
Donato, 3650 S. W. Mosswood St., Dunnellon, FL
34431. Please include a 29 cent self addressed
stamped envelope with your request. The Florida
Chapter urges you to send in your reservations
immediately. There is a cancellation clause in the
event you cannot make it providing you notify the
Hotel within a certain period of time. The Florida
Chapter Reunion Committee is hard at work preparing
costs and finalizing other details which will be printed
in future issues of the OCTOFOIL. For information on
the New Orleans area, phone: 1-800/934-7321
Send for this IMPORTANT INFORMATION kit.
Retiring President of the Association Ed Wisniewski is showl1
handing the gavel of his office to the newly elected President
John O'Grady of the Florida Chapter at the 49th Annual





It is with sadden heart we
report the demise of M.G.
Michael Kauffman former
Battalion Commander of the
60th Infantry. While we did not
serve with him in the 60th CT
we became acquainted through
the association and "got to
know" him as he attended many
reunions. We offer our sympathy
to his wife Margaret and mem-
bers of his family. We bid you
farewell "Old Comrade".
My recommendation to
include the veterans of the
Ninth Infantry Division who
served in the Vietnam War was
not brought to a vote at the
annual meeting in Lake Placid,
NY. Nor was any action taken,
for steps to be taken for the ulti-
mate dissolution of the
Association.
I have been informed the
amendment for acldition of the
Vietnam veterans to our
Association was not specific in
nature as to dates, etc. I am
therefore re-drafting the amend-
ment for re-submission to the
Board of Governors for action.
In all good conscience I can-
not stand idly by while an orga-
nization makes no attempt to
perpetuate itself by bringing in
"new blood" in the form of
younger members. Our Division
Flag and Battle Streamers have
been furled and our one hope of
keeping the Ninth Infantry
Division's accomplishments
alive is the inclusion of new
members. The Ninth Infantry
Division Vietnam soldiers
fought as gallantly as we did,
with a lot less recognition than
we received upon returning
home. We were welcomed with
parades and a grateful citizenry.
Too often Vietnam veterans
were verbally assaulted,
ignored, and even spat upon.
Even at this late date, we
should and can extend a haud




60th Inf. Co. F
1511 Cochise Drive
Arlington, Texas 76012
Maj. Gen. Michael B. Kauffman
50th Memorial Mass and Service
Dinner Sunday, October 23, 1994
$15.00 per person AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $ _
- Address:- ......... _
In the summer of 1945, Father Edward Connors called
together a group of men-- men of all faiths, Catholic,
Protestant, and Jewish- to ask our opinion of having a memor-
ial service for the 4,581 men killed during combat in World
War II. We were in unanimous agreement.
Thus, the first Memorial Mass and Service took place on
November 5, 1945 at St. Peter's Church in Worcester, Mass.
The first service was attended mostly by men of the Ninth
Division. Each year after that, the attendance increased-
more Ninth Division men, now joined by girlfriends, wives,
and children. At its peak, the numbers reached between five
and six hundred, including friends and relatives of Father
Connors and workers at the Immaculate Conception Church.
As time went on, attendance decreased, and for the past few
years has been about one hundred.
In 1987, Congressman Joseph Early gave the main address
at our outdoor memorial. He noted that of all the occasions
he speaks at, this is the oldest and most enduring. He also
observed that our ranks are growing thinner, and that in itself
makes the occasion more significant.
Yes, our ranks are growing thinner; death, sickness, and the
difficulties of traveling take their toll. But, let's try to make
this, our fiftieth memorial service, a big one.
If each year, you put off coming to a memorial service, try
to make it this year.
If you haven't attended the memorial service since the early
years, try to come back this year.
Your sons and daughters probably remember the memorial
services they attended as children. They, too, are welcome to
return (and help their now elderly parents) to be part of the
memorial service this year.
The media coverage of the Normandy Invasion reminded
the world of what we accomplished. For us, it brought back
memories of what we endured and the memories of those we
left behind. So, try to make the Memorial Mass and Service
this year. Remember, we weren't called the "Old Reliables"
for nothing.
This year's Memorial Mass and Service will be held on
Sunday, October 23, 1994, at the 11 :00 am Mass at the
Immaculate Conception Church in Worcester, Mass.
This will mark our fiftieth year of remembrance, the contin-
uance of the tradition started in November, 1945 by our
beloved Father Connors. Like him, we believe that it is a fit-
ting and proper way to pay tribute to the 4,581 men of the
Ninth who died in combat in World War II and those who
have since followed. We will pray too, for the men of the
Ninth Division who gave their lives in VietNam.
Let our children and grandchildren know and understand
that the Ninth Division men who gather in Worcester on
October 23,1994 are there to pay tribute to their beloved
dead. For it was these men who, by their sacrifice to their
country, helped to save this world from destruction. They
shall not be forgotten.
"Lord, God of Hosts, be with us yet,





Saturday, October 22, 1994: 2:00 p.m. - c.P. Room open
Sunday, October 23, 1994: 11:00 a.m. - Mass and Memorial
Service
1:()O p.m. - Dinner at Holiday Inn
Room Reservations
You must make your own room reservations. The cut-off date is
September 23,1994. The price is $72.00 plus tax. Mention the





No matter where we are billeted, the Holiday Inn is our head-
quarters, and, of course, the c.P. room will be well stocked,
Because our mailing list is incomplete, please let others know
about the Memorial Service.
Please remember that Mass begins at 11:()O a.m.
Dinner Reservations
Reservations for Sunday's dinner must be paid for in advance.
Deadline for reservations is October 18, 1994.
Deadline for refund of cancelled reservations is October 18,
1994.
Name:
I was a member 01:
City ZOne state ; .
39th Inf. E. Co.
WILBERT GOLDSMITH
7848 Maynard Ave.
West Hills, CA 91304
It was great seeing all you
guys again. had a great time
looking forward to New Orleans.
Now will the person who took
my large photo of the 1967 con-
vention in Boston please return
it. Thank you in advance.
Members of the New England Chapter who hosted the 49th
~eunion are shown with the Ladies of the Chapter. Left to
nght Herb Olsen and Ed Mc Grath, Mrs. Olive Maher wife of
the reunion Chainnan Fran, Mrs. Pauline Olsen, wife 'of Herb
Olsen, and Mrs. Mary Murphy, wife of the co-chainnan Ron.
Lake Placid Reunion Notes
The music on Thursday and Friday nights was our kind of
music but I notice each year the dancers get fewer. I missed see-
ing Margaret and Frank Rankin tripping the light fantastic.
However, Vicki Cooks' Congo Line looked great. I think Al mar-
ried a younger woman. This reunion was a trip Down Memory
Lane for Vickie and Al as they spent their honeymoon at Lake
Placid.
As always the Memorial Service, on Saturday morning, was
the most important part of our reunion. We will always honor
and never forget the 4581 men who died in combat in W.W.!!. We
were fortunate to have Father Paul Whitmore, Rabbi Kenneth
White and the Reverend Richard Sears participate in our ser-
vice. We were also honored to have Mayor Shirley Seney of Lake
Placid Village address our group. The main speaker at the
Memorial Service was Thomas Boyle of the N.E. chapter who
gave a stirring account of our eight campaigns bringing us from
our landing at North Africa, through Sicily, the Normandy beach-
es to the Elbe River. The service ended with a member from
each of the National Chapters placing a rose on the Octofoil
wreath.
The Catholic Mass on Saturday afternoon was celebrated by
Father Jerry Rowan. Thank you Father for traveling all the way
from Kansas to be with us.
At the banquet on Saturday night Chairman Fran Maher told
us of the death of General Michael Kauffman. He also spoke of a
N.E. member, Connie Matules who was laid to rest on June 7th
in Worcester, Ma. On Tuesday, June 7th, Mr. & Mrs. Albert Perna
were called home from Lake Placid because of the death of Mrs.
Perna's mother. Our sincere sympathy goes to the families of
General Kauffman, Connie Matules and Mr. & Mrs. Perna.
Congratulations and best wishes to our new National
President, Mr. John O'Grady. Have a good year John.
Our thanks to all who were with us at Lake Placid and our
best wishes to all who couldn't make it this year.






Our 49th Annual Reunion is now a memory, a pleasant one for
those who were with us at Lake Placid. The Holiday Inn
SunSpree Resort is a luxury hotel set high on a hill with a spec-
tacular view of lakes and mountains. Many people commented
on the comfort of their rooms, all equipped with refrigerators,
coffee makers and microwaves, as well as all the courtesy and
helpfulness of the hotel staff.
The unending breakfasts and the choices of dinner on
Thursday and Friday nights were excellent. The committee feels
the package plan is the only way to go, no searching out restau-
rants and remaining in the hotel for the evening festivities is a
definite plus.
Many took advantage of the free afternoons to tour the
olympic sites, ride the boats on beautiful Lake Placid or browse
the many shops on Olympic Way.
Regardless of all of the above, the important part of the
reunion is renewing old friendships and reminiscing. To me the
hi-light of the reunion was meeting my Company Commander,
Cpt. Holt Rast who I hadn't seen in fifty years.
"Pat" Williamson, Company K 60th Inf (right) is shown at the
Ceremony held in Bameville, France commemorating the lib-
eration ~the Town in 1944. Shown with Pat are a fonner sol-
dier of the 4th Inf Div (in unifonn) Leo Jereb and holding the
flag (in center) is the President of the Paris Chapter of the
American Legion - Jack Cook. Pat was treated like a visiting





I guess you could say we had
quality, not quantity at our
Reunion Meeting in Lake Placid
on June 10th. There were
approximately 64 Ladies who
participated in our CraftWork
Shop, with several more coming
in for the meeting only. The
Craft was fun - making all types
and sizes of flowers from bal-
loons, which we arranged in a
basket. Most of the ladies made
perfectly lovely ones - mine will
be when I finish it. Never got to
finish at the meeting, but then
you know how busy I get at
these meeting. I hope to finish it
in the next few weeks when I am
recuperating from surgery on
July 16th. Nothing too serious,
result of having so many babies!
Anyway, the Reunion was very
good; Hotel and Service and
meals were excellent. Especially
the Cocktail hour before the
Banquet on Saturday June 11 th!
What a spread, just like those
Weddings you attend nowa-
days? So many, so much, and
such different tidbits and
drinks! And all part of our Hotel
plan. The Band was great with a
lot of oldies played, of course
the Dance floor was crowded,
but emptied early (our age
maybe?) Back to our meeting,
our President Carol Saunders,
was unable to attend at the last
minute, due to the serious ill-
ness other boss, but she put us
in the hands of our ever-so-
capable Vice-President, Mary
McLaughlin. Mary did very well,
and the meeting went very
smoothly. We voted to send
$300.00 each to: West Virginia
Veterans Home in Barbours-
ville, W. VA, proposed by
Auxiliary member Ruth Jordan
The American Legion Auxiliary
Post #0445, Waynetown,
Indiana, for the Indiana Soldiers
and Sailors Home, Lafayette,
Indiana, proposed by Auxiliary
Member Lorraine Clark; and the
Huntington VA Medical Center,
Huntington, West VA, proposed
by Auxiliary Member Ruth
Jordan. Barbara Berman of the
Florida Chapter then spoke to
us about next year's Meeting,
which will be held in the Clarion
Hotel in New Orleans,
Louisiana. The Ladies of that
chapter have planned some-
thing great for us, she said. We
will have a visit to a cooking
school, and stay for Lunch, with
what we have prepared I think.
It sounds like a lot of fun, even
though cooking is not one of my
favorite pastimes (not after 49
years of it!) The price of it is
around $15.00, but keep looking
in the Octofoil for more details
on it please? Barbara, Audrey
DeDonato, and Katherine
O'Grady are the Ladies in
charge. it should be lots of fun
don't you think? I think that's
enough for one day, so I will say
good-by. Take care and keep in
touch.




















































Enclosed please find dues for:
My spouse (Brother or relative)
City State _
Ladies Auxiliary
Ninth Infantry Division Association
Membership Application
Ellie Taubner, Treasurer, Ladies Auxiliary
Ninth Infantry Division Association -
85 Smith Avenue, Bergenfield, N.J. 07621
Donation MemariaJ SCholarship Fund _ _0
TIIREE-YEAR IlEllBER.. - $25.00(]
Life Membersbip $75.00CJ
Ladies AuDIiary Member , 2.000
I>ecaJs........•...... _ each
60th Hist. _ , 2.50 (ind. post.)




Published five times yearly. May, June, July - Aug. Sept. Oct. - Nov.
Dec. - Jan. Feb. - Mar, April by and for the members of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association. News items, feature stories, pho-
tographs and art material from members will be appreciated. Every
effort will be made to return photographs and art work in good condi-
tion.
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the 9th Infantry
Division Association read: "This Association is formed by the officers
and men of the 9th Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the mem-
ory of our fallen comrades, to preserve the esprit de corps of the
Division, to assist in promoting an everlasting world peace exclusive-
ly by means of educational activities and to serve as an information
bureau to former members of the 9th Infantry Division.
Copy must be received on or before the 15th of each month to
guarantee publication of the 20th.
Second-Class Postage paid at Union City, N.L 07087, and additional
offices.
POST MASTER: Send address changes to 412 Gregory Avenue,
Weehawken, N.J. 07087.
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B Co. 39th lnf.
Having just returned from the
9th's annual reunion in Lake
Placid and while events are still
freshly imbedded, I will pen
before the memory reverts to
old age syndrome. First off, the
New England Chapter deserves
a great deal of credit for its hard
work in making this another 9th
.success story played out in
scenic splendor.
B Co. 39th was fairly well rep-
resented. Besides me and my
wife, Joyce, others in atten-
dance include the following:
Cliff and Viola Chew (Scottdale,
Pa.), Joe Saraceno and wife,
Angie (Buffalo, N.Y.), Ben
Murrell and pal Ed Janeski
(Hudson, N.Y.), Victor (fast hip)
Singer with wife Horty (Del Ray
Beach, Fla.), Emory and Bobbie
Porch (Ligonier, Pa.), Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Manley (Seattle, Wa.),
Dan and Rose Douvanis
(Bethlehem, Pa.), Pat Jerome
(Warner, N.Y.), plus, Dick
Zimmerman (Lake Tahoe, Ca.)
Dick, a Vietnam B Co. Vet had
driven all the way from
California to be with his World
War II counterparts. He has
attended the last five B Co.
reunions. Others: Irving and
Ruth King (Monticello, Fla.);
also, two retired Col's with a
long and distinguished military
history, Edwin Perry (Lanetti,
Ala.) and Jack Dunlap
(Hesperia, Ca.), both of whom
learned their trade in B 39th,
and through serving with other
units in other wars remain
deeply committed to their roots
in Co. B.
Let us not forget old reliables
Albert "Hawk" DiRisio (Fairport,
N.Y.) and Joe Gravino (Mace-
don, N.Y.), two guys who did a
great deal to perpetuate our
annual reunions. Speaking of
Joe, he took it upon himself to'
make all the necessary arrange-
ments which included room
reservations, banquet seating,
C.P. refreshment purchases,
etc. This, despite losing his
wife, Grace, to cancer after 48
years of marriage, and from
which he has not recovered.
Accolades too, to National
Secretary Mr. Dan (old reliable)
Quinn whose omnipresent
humor regaled the capacity
crowd.
....,- A small reminder -
"In years long past - twas in
the prime 0 youth - of days
uncertain, and to often dread -
it is now time my friends. To
face the truth" - no options
left, to what lies ahead.







On April 9, 1945 the 47th In-
fantry Regiment's Third Bat-
allion loaded on backs of Third
Armored Division tanks began
the drive through the Ruhr
Pocket. Riding on the back of
the fifth tank in the Task Force
Hogan column was Company L
rifleman Ed Webber Jr., my late
father. Riding with Dad's squad
were three members I have
come to know and respect over
the years. They were Privates
Tom Muscato, Joe Rodona and
Alfred Myers.
Also included is a photo-
graph of Tom Muscato, Joe
Rodona and Alfred Myers. And a
photo of my late father Pte. Ed
Webber Company L, 47th
Infantry Regiment. I miss him a
lot!
Best wishes to my veteran
friends!
TO "8" OR NOT TO "8" 47th
At our last Reunion at Lake
Placid, there were only 8 of us
from "B" company. It was not
too far from the east cost, so
what happened to the rest of
you? In spite of our small num-
bers, we managed to have a
good time. The weather was
fine, the scenery beautiful, and
the company, as always, great!
Due to our advancing age, our
parties didn't last as long as the
old ones. Only Chick & Julie
Cecchine, Chuck and Joyce
Munger, Bob and Moira Moore,
and Ellie & I showed up. Orion
& Etsie Shockley could not
make it, as they were still work-
ing on their home in Alaska. It is
just about finished and they will
be coming to New Orleans next
May 25th to May 28th, at the
Clarion Hotel. Shock is going to
rent. a C.P. and hopes that a lot
more of you show up. So far, the
Cecchinis, Mungers, Moores,
Shockleys and Taubners will be
coming to New Orleans. If any-
one else plans on coming let me
know please, so I can put it in
this column. New Orleans is
supposed to be a beautiful town
to visit, so come on down! I
have a Company B Roster,
dated March 23, 1943, when we
were in North Africa, received
from our old first Seargent,
James Birkes. if anyone would
like one, I will make a copy and
sent it to him. That's all for





15th Engineers "8" Co.
Another great reunion is
behind us and since Dick
McGrath was hospitalized and
had to cancel out on the Lake
Placid reunion, I'll try to pick up
the slack for our correspondent
so that our comrades that
weren't present can get the
information they'd like to have.
First of all, Lake Placid is a
very scenic area tucked away in
the Adirondacks and Grand
View Holiday Hotel was very
nice and gave us just what the
name implies - a grand view.
The good attendance over-
crowded the Holiday Inn but the
overflow was taken in by the
Golden Arrow Hotel which was
just down the hill and situated
on Mirror Lake, so all in all the
accomodations were just fine.
This being the first visit to Lake
Placid for me and my wife, Dot,
we found it to be just wonder-
ful.
And now for our head count: -
Holt & Betty Rast, Robert
Mandie, John Moore, and Ed
Kuklewicz. Al & Marge Ferrante,
Jerry & Pat Shea, Bob & Midge
Apel, Charlie & Gloria Hoffman,
Norton & Phyllis Cross, Tony
Sam Giacomo & friend Lee, plus
Art Schmidt, Jim Mullen, Tony
Madonna, Pat De Colli and
myself and Dot.
The Eng'rg Bn. had a total of
(30) members present - (15) of
which were "B" Co. troopers.
Good show, don't you think!
With our ladies the total was
(23). Let's try to keep up the
good show.
The evening events all went
off nicely and the food was
excellent, all of which leads me
to say that the Committee in
charge of all these preparations
is to be congratulated for the
huge success and special "well
dones" must go out to Tom
Boyle and Dan Quinn for their
performances. After our good-
byes to one another, we left
Lake Placid and the "Black
Flies" to head for home and to
look forward to next years'
reunion in New Orleans - see you
THE OCTOFOIL
Lake Placid is such a beautiful little town nestled in the moun-
tains that it is a shame that so few of us F Company were able to
attend last month's reunion. This has been the smallest atten-
dance of F Company men that I have seen at a reunion ever. I
hope this is just an aberration, and next May in New Orleans will
see us out in full strength. New Orleans is a fun town, at least it
was last time I spent some time there some forty-five years ago.
Of course, at that time my idea of fun was so much different
than my idea of fun now. Actually my ideas are the same, but my
capabilities of enjoying certain delectables have changed .
Though we were small in numbers at Lake Placid, I must say it
was a great group that assembled. Only Ray Schmader repre-
sented our great group of former company commanders. I can
remember' seeing five' and even six former company comman-
ders of F Company in our CP at one time at reunions past. There
was a pall encompassing the CP because of the recent death of
one of our bravest and most loved. I refer, of course, to Jack
Armstrong, a man who never missed a reunion once he located
his former troops. It must have been a terrible hardship on him
-at times these past few years to find the strength to travel to
these affairs after making the arrangements for his four and five
hour treatments at a nearby hospital. Jack exhibited the same
courage in civilian life that he showed in Europe in '44 and '45.
He was certainly a man of rare courage and a man who was so
proud and supportive of those who served under him! Also, I
know that he would not have been able to do the things that he
did these past five years without the support of his lovely
Jackie. It was an effort to keep a dry eye when reading the lovely
note Jackie faxed me at the hotel in Placid. I have had it dupli-
cated and will be sending each of you a copy in the mail along
with my financial accounting in the near future. They are two
admirable human beings who were wonderful to, and deserved,
each other. Thank you, Jackie. We love you!
Two of our officers, Ray Schmader and Ken Yennie, both with
their charming wives, graced our CPo Though Chuck Jones was
scheduled to join us, he called Ray at the hotel to inform him
that a last minute emergency prevented him from making the
trip. Ray looked particularly lonely without not one, but both of
his bosom buddies. I felt for you, Ray, but I knew there was little
I could do to give you solace. Herb Hoepfner and Charles
Rochelle convinced their old squad-mate, Angelo Memoli, to
leave his Trumbull, Connecticut home and join us. It was
.Angelo's first reunion ever. I'm Willing to bet that he won't miss
another one in the near future. Joe and Anne Ayles, George King
and his grandson, Dan, joined us in the festivities. Marie
Tokarchek and Only Rishel graced the CP for short intervals
during the weekend. My Lucy succeeded in keeping me close to
my diet as I showed off my new, sylph-like figure at this forty-
ninth reunion.
My hat is off to the reunion committee of the New England
Chapter for the excellent job they did. The entire affair went off
without a hitch. The rooms were comfortable, the food tasty,
the staff exceptionally courteous and helpful. I was reminded of
the resourcefulness of our gang by a little problem that we
solved with aplomb in short order. Immediately prior to the
start of the banquet Bill Mooty reported that he had lost his
banquet ticket. Before you could say "Chow," Bill had at least
five banquet tickets handed to him by various men starting with
Angelo Memoli. He is indeed a valuable addition to our CPo
Bob Landis called to tell me that he was with us in spirit,
though his spirit was saddened because of some serious physi-
cal problem that Betty was having. They had originally planned
to attend the memorials in Normandy and then had been hoping
against hope to join us in Lake Placid. Last time Bob called from
California he had high hopes of meeting with some success at
Stanford Medical school. We send our best wishes for a success-
ful operation that will put this pleasant lady back on her feet
once more.
I came home to a pleasant surprise last week. In the mail was
a large envelope addressed to me. The Louisville, Kentucky post
mark indicated that there was some connection with our good
friend Judge Ed Johnstone of the Western Kentucky Federal
District Court. I uncovered a splendid document, complete with
gold seal and blue ribbons,. commissioning me a Colonel in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. It was signed by the governor and
the secretary of state. Despite attaining this high honor, I will
not insist that you old buddies salute me at future reunions.
About a half hour after I opened this document I received a
phone call from Ed. I believe he enjoyed my receiving the com-
mission as much as I did. He had been serving his country in
California and Washington, and when he called he was about to
depart for Vermont.
I hope to see a big turnout in New Orleans in '95. Remember,
it will be our fiftieth annual reunion!
My warmest regards,
there - and hope to see some
new faces. Heard from Dick
McGrath and he seems to be in
pretty good shape & spirits.
Also just heard that Jerry Shea
had a triple by-pass June 27th.
Hope all is well with Jerry &
Dick and best of health to every-
one. ERNIE MICKA
114 Spring Garden Dr.
LD!lisville, Ky. 40218
Ninth Signal Company Annual Reunion
A Reminder to all Signalmen
Our 7th Annual Reunion will take place on Sept. 7th, 8th & 9th,
1994 at the "Days Inn," West, in St. Clairsville, Ohio.
For info contact: Wm. A. Miller, 507 Eskridge Drive,
Wilmington, DE 19809 or Richard Craig, 10 Whitney Street,
White Plains, NY 10606.
Tip of the Hat
The Memorial Fund was
enriched by the generosity of





Joseph Kill{(cky - In memory
of Tom Stack, 39th Inf. Vietnam.
Thomas "Buck" Harris - In
memory of Melvin Kearns, Reg.
Hqtrs. 60th.
Elizabeth Landis - In memory
of husband Walter.
Ray Connolly - In memory of
Wellesley Shaw, 9th Signal.
Mrs. Anna Hatrak - In memory
of her husband George.
Herbert Stern - In memory of
Angelo Rinchiuso, Co. C. 9th
Medics.
James W Brown




Edward Stokan - In memory of
"Slick" Wilson K Co. 60th.
William Arnold
Mary and Charles McLhinney -
In memory of his brother Walter
(KIA) and John Trevelise and
Frank Petty, and Co. 47th Inf.
C.B. Baker - In memory of
Howard Brooks.
Joe Hasenfus - In memory af
Frank Petty, Lt. Garner and
Walter McLhinney (KIA).
Elmer Wagner - In memory of
those who served in I Co. 47th.
Thomas Cobb - In memory of
Louis DeFalco.
George Dugan - In memory of
Frank Meithe, Ross Bray and
j 'atsy Trotta (A Co. 15th Engrs.)
Richard McGrath - In memory
ofMike Kauffman.
Lawrence P. Vinci - In
Memory of Lt. Bereno Albers B
Co. 47th Inf., and all of our failen
comrades.
FONDLY
Manv thanks for the memories to
which ''The Octofoil" gives birth -
Incidents of valor, sacrifice
and, too, mirth.
'Tis "Resurrection Day" each time
it arrives,
And, Oh! how the spirit to
the heart does give rise!
Names and faces for which one
does often search -
That create sadness, thankfulness,
mirth-
These encompass a myriad of
heartfelt reactions -
But, one and all bring on sighs
of satisfaction.
Each and all manifest memories
joyful or sad,
But, for having been part of
the Ninth - all can be glad.
Living or dead, all are united
as one-








Coming soon, but it's not too
late to contribute your memories
of this pivotal battle in the
9th's great history.
Write to Red Phillips today!
14002 Hemlock Dr.,
Penn Valley, CA 95946
Don't Delay
D Co. 39th Inf.
JOHN ROGHER
2328 Van Dorn St.
Petersburg, VA 23805
Hope you are all well. We
missed only two reunions in 17
years. Sorry we missed them.
Both under weather. Hope you
can read this letter, in my not







It's time to get this out for
publication. The year is half
gone and from what I read in
the OCTOFOIL this is my first
letter to the editor this year.
Looking back on '94 I find our
Memorial Service the only activ-
ity of the chapter to this date.
This year we gathered to
remember Kleber Stockford. We
first met for dinner and then
motored to the grave site to pay
tribute to our departed com-
rade.
The placing of the flowers on
the grave was done by yours
truly assisted by Carol Konesko,
Kleb's daughter.
With the playing of Taps and
two other songs the meeting
ended. There were twenty three
members of the Stockford fami-
ly present to pay their respects
to a loved Dad, Grandfather and
Great Grandfather.
Seventeen chapter members
arrived with Lucille Andrews
bringing Leonard Kowalski. This
was Leonard's first meeting in
some time and we were all sur-
prised seeing him up and about.
For the future activities we
will be meeting at the home of
Ed and Margaret Wisniewski on
Sunday, August 14th at 2:00
p.m. for a picnic.
OUT STATE MEETING
October 14th and 15th will
find the Michigan Chapter host-
ing the Annual Out State meet-
ing at Holiday Inn at Angola,
Ind. This is a gathering of Mi.,
Ind., III., Oh., even Pa. members
in attendance. (No - I did not
torget the Wis. group it is just
that my typewriter works faster
than my brain.)
If you can make the Out State
the rates will be $54.90 single
and $62.10 double. To make
reservations cal 1-219-665-9471.
Ask for Diane Hamm and identi-
fy yourself as 9th Div. members
to get the above rates.
In December we will hold our
Chapter Christmas Party
Meeting at Fischer's Bavarian
Inn in Frankenmuth, Mi.
More"on this to follow.
On a personal note I can
report that the yearly check up
finds me in good health and
working part time five days a
week. I feel good but always in
the back of my mind are the
words of one doctor: "I can't
find anything wrong but that
doesrft mean that you can not
drop dead between your chair
and the door." The "door" he
referred to was about ten feet
away.
Have a good summer each
and everyone.
Sincerely,








Oak Park, n. 60304
Fred and Phyllis Dick-FL, James
and Marie Fite-NC, Dr. A.G. and
Beulah Floyd-NC, Joe and
Marion Kash-PA, John Klooz-
OH, John and Louise Lewis-TN,
Dr. W.D. and Colletta Sperling-
NC and Sue Johnstone~FL,
widow of Bruce. We all spent a
wonderful time browsing
through pictures and renewing
friendships. On Saturday morn-
ing we all gathered in the meet-
ing room for our business meet-
ing and memorial service. John
Lewis called the meeting to
order and we were led in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
The members voted to hold our
1995 reunion in Myrtle Beach,
Sc.
Charles Denton did a very
good job as he conducted our
memorial service calling for a
silent prayer for those who
have gone to their eternal rest.
The meeting was adjourned, fol-
lowed by picture taking, shop-
ping and sightseeing before bid-
ding one another farewell and a
safe trip home. We were glad to
have Hazel Walton Dew and







The 11 th annual reunion of
the 9th Medical Battalion was
held in Chattanooga, TN at the
Shoney's Inn the weekend of
May 13-14. This beautiful city
nestled between Lookout and
Missionary Ridge and the
Tennessee River is an ideal
reunion site. Many great battles
of the Civil War were fought
throughout this area. History is
on every corner.
There were 49 members and
families attending the reunion,
one of the largest we have had.
Headquarters had two members
attend: Bill and Bertha Carson-
FL and Joe and Marion Medea-
NJ; "A" Company had 4 mem-
bers: Tandy and Lois Frazier-
KY, Oliver and Ruth Karns-PA,
Willie and Euna Fay Bobbit with
daughter Sharon Beard, grand-
children Julia and Justin Beard-
TX, Dexter and Jackie Hillman-
MA; "B" Company had five mem-
bers: Donald and Cynthia Hyde-
FL, Pete and Liz Radichio-FL,
George and Kathy Stein-CO,
Ernie and Dot Bartroff-NY, Bill
Haas and Shirley Titter-PA; "C"
Company had 12 members:Alex
Balough and Lucy Eberheim-PA,
Stanley and Helen Busta-NY,
Chalmus and Greta Cochran-GA,
Aldor and Vicky Cook-NY,
Charles and Barbara Denton-TN,
THE ILLINOIS CHAPTER NEWSLETIER
We held our meeting at the Ramada Limited in Madison,
Wisconsin on May 14th. The meeting was called to order by our
Sergeant at Arms since both the president, Lew Gray and Vice-
President, Jack Collier were not present. Members present were
Gordon and Marian Anderson, John and Delores Bauman, Mike
and Ann Belmonte, Mike and Vera Carpenter, Ted Curliss, David
and DV Heller, George and Carrol Helm, Bill and Peggy
Hennemuth, Irma Koskie, Bob and Jo Pauli, Ted and Wanda
Preston, Owen and Marge Sallee and Melvin Jaggie showed u.p
for a short time. Election of officers was held. The new slate IS
Mike Carpenter, Pres.; John Bauman, Vice-President; Mike
Belmonte, Treasurer; Gordon Anderson, Secretary; Ted Preston,
Sgt. at Arms; and David Heller, Chaplin.Congratulations to the
new officers and the incumbents. Term will be for two years.
Plans were made for the Memorial Day services, a picnic at the
Gaertners, our Holiday Party and next years reunion in Madison.
The weather was beautiful for our Memorial Services held at
St. Adelbert Cemetery on May 29th. David Heller was in charge
of the services. Lew Gray presented the colors. Ted Preston led
the Pledge of Allegiance and Roger Elmer presented the floral
wreath. There was recognition of the two widows present, Jean
Pawlick and Irma Koskie. We were happy to see John and Helen
Clauser at the services. They timed their return from Florida to
make the Memorial Services. Afterwards, we adjourned to the
Red Apple Restaurant for a delicious meal.
We will be holding a picnic at the Gaertners on July 19th. All
are invited. We miss the Gaertners at Madison and will be look-
ing forward to seeing them.
Tentative plans were made for our Holiday Party to be held
on December 10, 1994 at the Grand Milwaukee Hotel. More infor-
mation later.
Next year's reunion in Madison, Wisconsin is tentatively set
for May 5th and 6th. We are considering holding our Memorial
Services at that time inasmuch as the National Reunion next
year will be on Memorial Day Weekend. More later. . .
We regret to report the passing of one of our IIImOis mem-
bers, Jerry Fajnor, 39th Infantry. Our condolences to his family.
John Bauman was ill for a while and had to cancel his trip to
Lake Placid. We are happy to report that he is doing well and
plans to come to Wisconsin for the picnic.
We also heard from Kay Ghere(Larry) enclosing an article
about a memorabilia display her son had completed with
Larry's military items. Kay is managing by herself and is happy
to have her family around her.
We enjoyed the Reunion in Lake Placid and congratulatethe
committee on a job well done. We were pleased WIth oui hotel
accommodations and the meals. We were fortunate to be locat-
ed in the Holiday Inn which afforded us a lovely view of Mirror
Lake. The Memorial Services on Saturday were very moving. We
were honored to have the Mayor of Lake Placid present as well
as a local Minister, Priest and Rabbi which lent to a very impres-
sive service. The Ladies Meeting went well with the balloon
plant demonstration and other activities. Unlike ten years ago,
we were bothered with black flying bugs which caused many of
the golfers to cut their game short as they were being bi~ten .by
them. We were able to go on a boat trip around Lake PlaCId With
no trouble but didn't do much more sightseeing this year. We all
enjoyed the Cocktail Party before the Banquet on Saturday
night which was held poolside. Along with the regular speakers,
we had a comedian entertain us at the Banquet who was good. It
was great seeing a lot of our friends at the reunion. We did ~iss
a lot of the Illinois group. We are looking forward to seemg
everyone again next year in New Orleans the last weekend in
Md~r Outstate Meeting with the Michigan Chapter will be held
this year in Angola, Indiana at the Holiday Inn on Oct~ber 21. ~nd
22. Michigan Chapter will be host this year and we will be glvmg
more information in the next issue
Florida Chapter Newsletter
JACKSON MEETING A BIG SUCCESS
WOMEN'S AUXILIARY NEWS
We are sorry to report the deaths of Kenneth Kalin and John
Schriffen. John Schriffen will be remembered by his vocal rendi-
tion of "When your old wedding ring was new" which he sang at
several Chapter meetings. We mourn and will miss both of these
fine members.
At the Lake Placid Reunion, Barbara Berman displayed a
beautiful HARLEQUIN DOLL that she had purchased for the pur-
pose of raffling at this affair. With the help of Audrey De Donato,
Katherine O'Grady, Marge Megla and Virginia Driscoll, they sold
chances throughout Thursday, Friday and Saturday. At the
Saturday night banquet a box with all the ticket stubs was
brought forth for the drawing. The winner was Ann Belmonte
from Oak Park, Illinois, Congratulations to the winner.
A hearty "THANK YOU" to the women who worked very hard
to raise money towards the funding of the 50th Annual Reunion
to be held in May of 1995.
Lila Stansell and her husband H. F. could not make the Lake
Placid Reunion because of previous commitments which took
them out of state.
Florida Chapter member Virginia Driscoll is the new National
Organization's Secretary. We wish her loads of success in her
new position. Virginia was gracious in her thanks to the
Chapter Pub. ReI Officer who presented her with personalized
stationery.
Emile 1. De Donato
FL CHAPT Publ ReI Officer
3650 SW Mosswood St.
Dunnellon, FL 34431
William Fleming, Chairman, and his committee did a fine job
in handling the duties of the Jacksonville Florida Chapter
Meeting held this past April 22nd & 23rd. Sixty-five persons
attended. Tom Saunders and his lovely wife Carol came all the
way from Greenville, Tenn. Lester Litvin from Port St. Lucie
attended a Chapter Meeting for the first time. Henry Santos,
recovering from his stroke was among us. Mr. & Mrs. Chester
Braunen drove from Alabama while Emile Langer, an honorary
member from New Jersey, honored the Florida Chapter with his
presence. Bill Fleming expressed his welcome to all the regular
members and e.specia)ly to those who made an extra effort to
attend.
The Friday night dinner at Crawdaddy's restaurant was
enjoyed by all. The highlight of the Saturday Night Dinner was
the performance given by Mr. Dick Mc Meekin, who played
piano, sang songs and mixed some jokes. He is truly a profes-
sional entertainer who had the audience laughing throughout
his hour and a half performance. Although there was a good
turn out, more members should take advantage of these affairs.
It is a good way to enjoy yourselves and to be with a very fine
group. Plan to attend the November Fall Meeting in Daytona
Beach, November 10, 11, and 12th. Phil Berman is the
Chairman....the Ramada Resorts Hotel on the Atlantic Ocean is
the place. Look for more information on this Fall Chapter
Meeting in future issues of the OCTOFOIL. A mailing will be
made to all Chapter members in good standing approximately 6
weeks prior to the November 10th, 1994 date. Any National
member wishing to receive this mailing kindly contact Emil J. De
Donato, 3650 S W Mosswood Street, Dunnellon, FL. 34431 or
phone (904) 489-4070.
1995 NATIONAL REUNION IN NEW ORLEANS
On the front page of this issue is the first "ad" of a series that
will appear in the OCTOFOIL. At the Lake Placid 49th National
Reunion, over 250 colorful envelopes containing Important
Information sheets were given out to the attending members. A
CLARION HOTEL reservation card is included in this kit. The
room rate is $75.00 per night for two people. For suites, addi-
tional persons or special rooms, the price will range according-
ly. A $100.00 deposit is required to make your reservation.
There is a "time limit" cancellation clause should that be neces-
sary. The Reunion Committee has contracted for the rooms and
is making arrangements to have Gospel Singers, Cajun. Dancers,
Live Music, Cooking School demonstration for the women, Golf
Tournament, and many other necessary chores. The Committee
is going to need lots of help. We urge all members who are will-
ing to help to step forward and make yourselves known. Michael
Deresh expressed his willingness to take charge of the Saturday
Night Banquet table Reservation Desk. H. F. and Lila Stansell;
John & Katherine O'Grady, Phil & Barbara Berman, Emil &
Audrey De Donato and others will be working hard to make this
50th Reunion a huge success. Please contact Phil or Barbara
Berman to say "YES, we want to help."just let us know what has
to be done." Contact the Bermans at 322 Bucknell Dr., Daytona
Beach, FL 32118 or phone: (904) 677-7292.
A TOAST TO THE LAKE PLACID REUNION COMMITTEE
Congratulations for a job well done by the New England
Chapter who hosted the 49th Annual Reunion in Lake Placid,
New York. The "Package Deal" was a good idea. The All You Can
Eat Breakfast was enough to hold one over until dinner time.
The evening meals were deliciously prepared and served.
Saturday's Memorial services were very well planned and exe-
cuted. Tom Boyle gave an inspiring talk taking us down our path
to final victory starting with Operation Torch in North Africa all
the way through until the end of the war. Fran Maher did a fine
job as Master of Ceremonies, while Ron Murphy, Herb Olson
and the others handled their jobs proficiently. Over 40
Floridians attended the Lake Placid Annual Reunion. We can be
proud of our attendance record. Those of you who have not
attended a National Reunion are missing a wonderful experi-
ence. Try to make New Orleans in 1995.
Thank you New England Chapter for a good Reunion.
IN MEMEMORIAM
---'..----------~ THE OCTOFOJL
(C) Next Chapter Meeting -
time - place Galveston Tx. later
discussion.






Report from the Women's
Auxiliary of Texas and Greater
Southwest Chapter.
Ladies met in Salado, Texas
on March 19, 1994. The Ladies
were invited to join the men's
meeting. During the main meet-
ing the Ladies raffled off a calen-
dar from France. a collectors
item. The Ladies made $30.00.
The Ladies had a short meet-
ing of their own. During this
meeting the Ladies voted to
send cards to the Ladies who
are sick, anel a memorial for the
deceased.
We also elected President for
the Ladies AUXiliary for the next
year, and it seems I was reelect-
ed. I promise I will do my very
best to serve the Ladies
AUXiliary of Texas and Greater
Southwest Chapter.
A card was sent to Eleanor
Pierce during her illness.
Eleanor sent a thank you card
for our concern.
If any Ladies in our AUXiliary
want to get a hold of me you
can call either 1-817-297-6276 or
write me 629 E. Preairie View
Crowley, Texas, 76036.
Pres. Dottie Burky
Dear Marie & Dan,
Want to tell you how much Al
and I enjoyed the 49th reunion.
The weather was ideal and must
congratulate the committee for
a job well done.
So nice to see the Co "K"
members that were there -
missed quite a few - and as
usual nice to meet other cou-
ples I've met through the years.
Great to see you both. Keep






352 D Hackensack St.
Woodridge, N.J. 07075
Three former members of Co L 47th are shown when they
recently got together with Ed Webber, son of the late Ed
Webber (also of Co L).
.. Members of the Ninth Medical Bn are shown at their mini
reunion held May 13-14 this past spring. John Lewis (211
Midland St., Shelbyville, Tenn.) supplied us with the picture
and story of their reunion. John and a number of members of
the Ninth Meds were also at the Lake Placid reunion.
.;:1 I
Texas And Greater Southwest Chapter
Hello from the desk of the
Publicity Chairman Bob Burky
and The Texas Greater South-
west Chapter meeting - Stage-
coach Inn, Salado, Texas, March
19, 1994.
AGENDA
Call meeting to order by Phil
Emmons in place of President
Pete Rice who was unable to
attend because of prostate
surgery.
Pledge of Allegiance by
Sgt/Arms Ken Meyer.
Invocation by Willard Norris,
in place of our chaplain W. M.
Lynch who had to be out of
town.
Minutes of last meeting by
our Secretary/Treasurer Ernie
Botella, which consisted of old
business.
Financial Report by Ernie
Botella, then we discussed
Chapter dues in which we
always pass the hat, which we
collected over $250.00 in which
will pay dues for our Chapter
members old and new. .
Report of our S. A. National
Reunion, by our Past President
John W. Miller.
New Business:
(A) National Reunion; Lake
Placid, N.Y., June 9, 10, 11 1994.
Discussion, do we need a c.P. or
just fellowship with our combat
Units? Later discussion.
(B) Items for sale to benefit
chapter; Shirts and caps which
were on hand by Dottie Burkey.
Bolo ties and Memorial tapes
by Jean Miller.
started out in Fort Bragg as a
Private and at the end of the
war was the First Sergeant of 'C'
Company.
We inducted him as a
Distinguished Member of the
Regimental Association in
March of 1992 at Fort Lewis,
Washington.
He also attended the reunion
in 1992 at Fayetteville-Fort
Bragg which was his last due to
his medical problem, his heart.
He celebrated his 80th birthday
this past December.
There were not too many left
who remembered Howard but
as with the rest of our com-
rades, he will be missed. Sleep






May they rest in peace.
To their loved one we ex-
press our deepest sympathy.
Taps Sounded
What we call death is
but surcease from strife
They do not die
whom we call dead
They go from life
to life.
Andrew Tartak
Med. Del. 39th Inf
Mike Kauffman
60th Inf 2nd Bn. Commander
Jack Sapp
A Btry 26th F.A.
John Mutehko
K Co. 47th Inf
Ruby Vollmar
Wife of Robert Vollmar,
E Co. 39th Inf
Connie Matulis
C Btry 26th FA.
John Schriffen
F Co. 60th Inf
Joseph Skertich
F Co. 60th Inf
Ken Kalin




Widow of Anthony, A. T. 60th
James J Corcoran
A. T. 47th Inf
Charles Harvey
Co. B. 60th Inf
Linus Stork
Hq. 2BN 47th Inf
George Klinger





To the members of the 9th
Infantry Division Assn.
Thank you for your kind
expression of sympathy for
Alfred.
Thanks too, for your gener-
ous offer to continue sending
the OCTOFOIL to me. I appreci-
ate that!
Dear Dan
As you probably know,
Howard Brooks
C Co. 47th Inf
Red Phillips Co M 47th supplies us with this picture taken at
the end of War in Germany. L-R kneeling: Whitey Yurik, Jim
Mullis, Bill Cogle, Bing Porowski and lying is Frank Tibbets. L-
R standing are Henry Higgins, Joe Barry, Charley Schaffer
and Stan Pettack.
M COMPANY (47TH) CHRONICLER
M/47th is certainly doing its share in keeping this Association
going. We filled a table of 20 at the Lake Placid Reunion Banquet,
not quite the largest company-size contingent but right up
there. It was a great affair and our steel pots are off unanimously
to the New England Chapter for a job done splendidly.
M had two fellows there who had never been to a Reunion
before: Say "Hi" to the two new Joe's, Duraski, once of the 1st
Platoon, a Safi guy and now of Albany, NY, and Barry, who
joined the mortars as a Normandy replacement and now lives in
Horseheads, NY. It was great seeing them again, just as if all
those intervening years belonged to somebody else.
Also present were our Old Joe's (M's own Odd Couple),
Kearns and Kscenaitis from West Palm Beach, FL, and Yorktown
Heights, NY, respectively; Frank Tibbetts of Franklin, NH; Conda
and Jean Knee from Newark, OH, (Conda looking much better
this year); Ed and Mary Wills (a great job done arranging the
banquet table, Mary) of Florence, KY; Leo and Goodie Fatlan of
Braidwood, lL; John and Ruth Knight from Wilkes-Barre, PA; Ed
Little and daughter Faithann Rummell from Tamaqua, PA, and
Don Kothe with his fiance, the lovely Karen Wasik from
Potomac, MD.
Lee and I flew out to Washington to visit with our grown-up
grandchildren, to get re-charged at the museums and to do a lit-
tle research on the new book. I had breakfast one day with
Bernie Bennick of Springfield, VA. He's on the comeback trail
after some horrible times at the hands of healthcare misman-
agers. Hang in there, Bernie; remember our motto--"Nolo
Bastardi Corundum."
We had a lovely drive north with Don and Karen. Highlights
for us included getting back to our old stomping grounds in
Delaware County, PA, and lucking out with a cancellation for
touring the Rockerfeller Estate near Tarrytown, NY. Then, near
here we peeled off and picked up our daughter Kathy Krummel
and brought her along to Lake Placid. The M-ers made her and
Ed Little's daughter two of the gang and I've heard it was a great
time for them. . .
The idea of having a memorial plaque at Remagen, to Jom
those of the 9th Armored, and the 78th and 99th Infa~try
Division Associations, really belongs to Ron Hirst, a on~-,~lme
60th medic, who has been proposing it in "The GetofOlI for
years. I was reminded of this in the course of my res.earch: the
National 50th Anniversary of WWIl Revival Program mcludes a
ceremony to be held at Remagen on Mar~,h 7th, 199~. Ken
Hechler, author of "The Bridge at Remagen, and ~ho IS ~ow
WV's Secretary of State, reminded me that the 9th IS conspIcu-
ously absent in the plaque department there so I'm workin~ on
't We'll commemorate the 9th's 354 dead as a result of our hght-
~~g in the neighborhood, 8-24 March 1945. K/47's Ch~ster
Jordan, an architect, has visited the place and has great Id.eas
on design. M's Bernie Bennick has agreed to ramrod the ?roJ.ect
through the American Battle Monument~~~mmissionwhIch IS. a
very necessary step and I will be vlsltmg ~he museu~ In
September to negotiate the plaque's installatIOn an~ mamte-
nance. lf anyone wants to make a personal and speCla~ d?ll~r
contribution to this project, replinishment of the ASSOCIatIOn s
Memorial Fund would be in order.
Elvin F. Martin, once of D/47 and now a sidekick in WV of Ken
Hechler, is a member of the 50th Anniversary at Remagen task
force which is organizing the delegations to attend next March
7th's affair. This will include the formal unveiling and dedication
of our plaque. Keep an eye peeled in "The Getofoi/" for informa-
tion on tours being organized to get folks there. A crowd may be
anticipated and Remagen's a wee place. lf you're interested in
attending this shindig, my tip is to "group it" in order to be cer-
.tain of a place at the table.
I called Columbus, GA, the other day for an up-date on Bill
Horan. He's recovering but it's slow. One thing he misses is not
being able to hit the high notes singing anymore-barbershop
had been one of Bill's favorite things. Norma says he has his
good days and otherwise but they are planning on seeing us in
New Orleans next May.
I also heard recently from Bill Kowalczyk, the Duke of
Ch:copee, MA: "I take my handful of prescription pills daily but I
can still lift a fork to my mouth so I shouldn't complain," he
says. And Mike Rinaldi wrote from Flushing, NY, asking that I
pass along his special regards to Bill Horan and Duncan
Murphy. Mike used to pack the CO's 300-radio and he can still
feel it on his back and thinks of them every time. Joe Smith
phoned from Neopit, WA, for help in getting some medals that
had never been issued. It seems Joe had been nominated to rep-
resent his tribe at some National Pow-wow at which, because
of the D-Day celebrations, the vets among the delegates were to
wear their geegaws. Joe sent special greetings to all the
"Africans" among us.
Elsewhere in this issue of "The Getofoil," or perhaps the next,
you will find a re-write of the John Miller/Gordon Schneider pro-
posal to change the Association bylaws regarding our
Association's future. My recommendation, was proposed and
voted down at the '92 Fayetteville Reunion, is to open member-
ship to veterans of the Vietnam 9th. Every column of "Taps" in
this paper, as well as the declining Reunion attendance, speaks
to our need for new blood.
At the Lake Place Memorial Service three local churchmen
had been assembled to do the prayers. Each of these men are
active in their faiths, on today's "firing line" if you will. The emi-
nently remarkable D-Day celebrations were mentioned of course
and each of these men, in turn, pled that we in the audience
"keep the torch going."
By the way, I was not the only person moved that day. One of
the oldest of "The Old Guard" came up to me afterwards to say
that he would be voting at New Orleans to let the Vietnam guys
in. He sees as I do that there's only one way to keep the 9th's
banner high and that's to have our transfusion of new blood and
spirit. So I urge all M-ers to support the Miller/Schroder propos-
al at New Orleans. R~d Phillips
14002 Hemlock Dr.
Penn Valley, CA 95946
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Continued Next Issue .
Pete Rice of the 84th FA was fortunate to make the trip to
Europe this past Spring. Here's his account of the trip ...
SUMMARY OF 50TH ANNIVERSARY TRIP
France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany
May 24: Arrived PARIS (Orly) 10:10 a.m. and found Hotel
Lafayette Concorde very nice. We took a Tour bus to Giverney
this afternoon. Had a long walk through the home and two large
flower gardens of the old Master painter MONET. I didn't know
he was a celebrated botanist too, though Pat did, of course ...
Beautiful.
May 25: Took the Metro under the length of Paris to Railroad
Sta. to FONTAINEBLEU, where in Sept '44 I spent 3 weeks being
responsible for 3 Signal Corps Sgts. who were installing "Top
Secret Code Equipment". I had no idea what they were installing
- they did- and just helped as I could and secured the build-
ing each night. I now think this was part of the "Enigma" pro-
gram. (After this I was offered the job "Post Engr. Officer" of this
Replacement Depot ... but I had discovered the Colonel was into
black market!)
We met my VMI buddy and wife, John Van Landingham and
the others on our 50th Anniv. Tour bus for a delightful get
acquainted dinner.
May 26: Loaded up early and spent morning around Paris.
Notre Dame cathedral took more time than other stops - and
impressive! Saw more sights as we left Paris and drove to
Normandy. Hotel Mercure near Omaha Beach has a golf course
and facilities "tres bon." Ate too much - again!
May 27: Visited bloody Omaha Beach (where I walked up the
steep incline more than 2 months after "D-Day") .. , then to
Ranger Memorial, Ponte De Hoc. Drove to and walked over Utah
Beach, where my VMI pal had come ashore 3 days after the inva-
sion. Lunch at St. Mere Eglise saw us lose an hour due to 2 of
our guys getting "lost" in a bistro. This caused us to be late to
CAEN where 3 of us were to participate in a ceremony and
receive a French "Thank you again" medal. The third guy was
Frank Hernandes who parachuted (82nd Airborne) East of
SMEglise the night before D-Day. It surprised me when he later
said (at Bastogne) that the Bulge seemed worse than the night
drop.
The U.S. Cemetery, not far from Omaha Beach, overlooks the
sea (170 acres - 9,000 white crosses) and breathtakingly beau-
tiful. John and I checked the list of buried soldiers for the names
of our class mates - and artillery instructor - who we know
died in the invasion, but their families had asked their remains
to be returned.
Spent a lot of time in the Normandy Invasion Museum -
Inside the museum we saw: one plane and one each of many
vehicles - one tank and uniforms of U.S. and British men and
women ... Back to our nice Omaha Beach hotel for too much
food and much needed rest.
May 28: A gorgeous drive east today. Saw battle sites from
WW I and stopped at Belleau Wood and the Aisne Marne
Cemetery. Again, our U.S. cemetery is so pretty and? cheerful?
more attractive than the nearby German one (with its gray stone
crosses and mourning gray statues). Arrived in Reims and visit-
ed the "Red School House" (now a museum) where the Germans
surrendered in 1945. Then we visited the magnificent Reims
Cathedral. Spent night in Reims.
May 29: After breakfast an interesting visit through the
MUMM winery, then drove to Bastogne, Belgium and saw the
sights of the seige during BATTLE OF THE BULGE. (John was
kind enough to pose inside one of the Bunkers for my camera).
Then on to LUXEMBOURG and a memorial to General Patton not
far from HAMM where rests still another magnificent cemetery
billed as the THIRD ARMY, but holding 1st Army Bulge victims
also. (None of my 9th Division comrades could I find but Joh'1
found that one of our VMI brothers was there). General Patton's
cross is same as the others, except it had to be moved from its
1st location, with his troops, to a quiet spot near them.
(Because so many visitors walked to his grave and spoiled grass
of other graves.)
While our Reims hotel had been mediocre, the INTERNATION-
AL in Luxembourge was perhaps the best we stayed during
entire trip.
May 30: An emotional day as we travelled to MALMF.DY mas-
sacre scene. My Battle of the Bulge fighting was in the MON-
SCHAU, Germany area and the tour director made sure we drove
slowly through the little town of KALTERHERBERG, where our
combat team held the high ground and became the "hinge that
held" (Northern top of the bulge). My forward artillery switch
was in the basement of a lightly damaged house, in Dec. '44 and
we had many close calls but no casualties. Cpl. Dan Britza made
kitchen very festive before Christmas and played the wind-up
record player so many times with the only surviving record
"Silent Night/Holy Night" that I had to order him to turn it over
to "Indian Love Call".
Finally, we drove to the 1-1/2 story house - its roof repaired
now and so neat that it took a while to recognize it. And then,
standing by the driver I said I had held them up long enough and
drove off without taking a picture!!
I didn't cry on the bus but it was an emotional experience that
I treasure because of the very special comraderie 8 men had,
and because Britza bled to death in my arms at the Roer River.
Well ... we did the battle Museum at La Gleise and John and I
posed beside the fearsome German Tiger tank and enjoyed the
ladies saying something about 3 TIGERS. Viewed many weapons
etc. of the BULGE ... and then drove through HUERTGEN FOR-
EST (and many good and some sad memories) where our FIRST
ARMY fought one of the bloodiest battles of War II ... Spent
night in a mediocre hotel, Aachen.
PETE RICE, J K.




The 177th meeting of the
National Board of Governors of
the Ninth Infantry Division met
on June 10, at the Holiday Inn
Hotel, Lake Placid, New York.
The meeting was called to order
at 4:00 PM by President
Wisniewski. Attending the meet-
ing were: AI Ferrante, John
O'Grady, Frank Haines, Marv
Levy and new Board members
Herb Olsen, Nick Dagostino,
James Driscoll and Mike
Belmonte. Also in attendance
were Judge Advocate Dave
Heller, Treasurer Tom Boyle,
2nd VP Pat DeColli, 3rd VP Fran
Maher, Past President John
Bonkowsi, Emil Langer, Ed
Hopkins, Len Tomassone and
Henry Santos. Also Al Zenka and
Marty Gross and Joe Benzoni.
Upon a motion made by John
O'Grady and seconded by Mike
Belmonte it was voted to: dis-
pense with the reading of the
minutes of the last Board meet-
ing held on Thursday June 9th.
Upon a motion made by Mike
Belmonte and seconded by
John O'Grady it was voted to:




for election of Officers for the
coming year: John O'Grady was
elected President and Ed
Wisniewski turned over the
gavel of Authority to John who
continued with the remaining
elections:
1st VP Vincent Guglielimino
2nd VP Pat DeColli
3rd VP Fran Maher




Newly elected President John
O'Grady called for bids for the
1996 reunion. Marty Gross pre-
sented a bid for the New York
Chapter with the reunion to be
held at the Concord Hotel in
Catskills. Ed Hopkins presented
a bid for the New Jersey
Chapter with the site being in
Downing Town, Pennsylvania.
New York Chapter was selected
as host of the 1996 Reunion.
Tom Boyle reminded the
members as to the date of the
Annual Memorial Service being
held in Worcester that was
started by Father Ed Connors in
1945. The date is Sunday
October 23, 1994. Details will
appear in the next issue of the
Octofoil.
Veterans Awards
The Board approved the
award -of the Veterans Awards
to the VA Hospital in Lyons,
New Jersey as submitted by Ed
Hopkins to Henry Santos of the
Veterans Awards Committee.
This motion was made by Al
Ferrante and seconded by Frank
Haines. The cost of the two TV's
will be approximately $1200.00,
to be presented to the VA
Hospital.
Ed Wisniewski thanked the
members for their cooperation
during his term of office and
told the members of the thrill
and honor that he had been
elected President of this fine
association. O'Grady likewise
thanked the members for elect-
ing him as the new president of
the association and promised to
do his utmost to maintain the
comradeship enjoyed by its
members over the years.
There being no other busi-
ness to come before this group
and upon a motion made by
Mike Belmonte and seconded
by Nick Dogostino it was voted
to adjourn the meeting at 4:40
P.M.
Minutes of the 177th Meeting
of the National Board of
Governors
CO. K . 47TH INF. TRAGIC TRIUMPH
Tragic Triumph or perhaps, triumphant tragedy. The
WARPATH has been trod. The triumphant part is that every-
thing w~ planned turned out better than we had hoped, the
tragedy IS (1) The second day in Europe I drop and break my
$1,000.00 camera; (2) in Clervaux, Luxembourg I attempt to take
out a medieval wall and lose all the skin on my right forearm and
b.reak my son's $800.00 camera; (3) In Schevenhutte I get a mas-
sive chest congestion and lose my voice. I came home in worse
condition than I did the first time. Enough of the BAD mouthing.
THE PATH: We arrived in Brussels, took pictures of the
Mannequin Pis and went to Waterloo.
.The second day we drove to Liege (Chenee) and though we
tried several routes, I could never find our original route to
Verviers. We went to Camp Elsenborn which is a military camp
and looks nothing like it did 50 years ago. We went through the
Northern Bulge Towns and arrived at the spot, South of Dinant,
where we crossed the Meuse. It still looks damned steep but I
could not pick out our crossing spot with any assurance.
We then approached Binche the way I think I went in'44 but
only a short stretch resembled my memory.
Our host in Binche was a Dogface from the IV Div. who mar-
ried a Belgian girl but couldn't get her to stay in Georgia. The
Mayor had us into the 15th. Century Council Chamber where he
made a fine speech, presented me with a statue of a Gille their
Mardi Gras figure. and plied me with Binche Brewed Beer. '
Schevenhutte has grown but Kasper Muller's house, except
for the landscaping, is just like it was 50 years ago on the out-
side. Kasper ended up owning 7 slate quarrys and his daughter
and son-in-law are as rich as Croesus. The interior of the house
is all modernized and the Goodwrench sized garage on the hill
in chock full of fine German autos. The hill across the road
where the 3rd. started in September has been logged sometime
in the recent past and is much sparcer than in the olden days.
There is an English speaking German, who is writing about the
battle of Schevenhutte. He showed me the major positions of
the German 48th. and has promised to send me more stuff as
soon as he translates it. He said the Krauts were in awe of "K"
after their second attack almost put them out of business. He
also told me that Frenzerberg had become a strip-mine - so you
never know.
I could not identify the dairy buildings at Bovenberg nor the
woods leading there however I was trying to do it by car and on
foot it might be done.
Despite all rumors to the contrary, the one spot that every
man in the 9th. Division was in, still exist. Frenzerberg Castle
has disappeared but the barn area where all us niners were, is
still there. The end liVing units are virtually original. The hog
barn part has been rebuilt but not nearly as nice as when we
were in residence. The Lady of the House has early photos of
the place including a great aerial photo taken in 1936. She has
promised me copies but you know how that stuff goes.
Not only the· barn, but the copse of woods that I thought the
castle was in when I so foolishly proposed getting into it, still
exist. The moat is filled and the hedgerow where the Krauts
were dug in, is gone. Across the railroad tracks, where there
was nothing but orchards and Germans 50 years ago, is the
biggest, smokeyest power plant you ever saw.
Our ease is finding our way around was the responsibility of
our guide who is an expert on the Hurtgen Forest Battles and
knows the areas inside out. I would recommend him for anyone
revisiting this area but for the men of the 39th, 60th, and those
of the 47th who fought here, he is a necessity. His name and
address are: Klaus R. Schulz, Bruler Weg. 30, D-40667 Meerbus,
Germany, 011-49-2132-3191.
Kalterherberg has grown beyond recognition but the church
and rectory are as they were, except for the snow. The Rectory
looks just like it did fifty year ago when that Snake of a runner,
Joe Killacky, conspired to have company headquarters thrown
out into a snowy hole in the ground. They have a display board
in the yard, explaining in German, the Perfidy of the Serpent.
You cannot go to Wolseifen now. Believe it or not, it is a
Belgian Army training area and is off limits to niners. I could not
pick out the mansion that was my "Castle on the Rhine" but if I
had a week or two and could speak German, I'm sure I could find
it.
Remagen wasn't hard to find but the bridge abutments
were. Red Phillips wanted me to take photos of the three
plaques displayed there, but I couldn't find them. Finally, I sat
on a bench while my son ran around trying to spot them.
When he came back to report failure, he noticed that they
were right above my head. They are camouflaged on that graf-
fiti covered wall.
If the Ninth puts up a monument it should be on top of the
hill opposite Remagen. I could not spot our original path up
the hill from our car. It could have disappeared in a slide, or it
could just be hidden from view. You can get to the top by car
by going a little further north and doubling back, but you can-
not get to Ohlenberg by car from there·. That necessities going
down the hill, going south to Linz, and then going up.
Ohlenberg has grown beyond all recognition but Unter Erl still
has enough of the physical characteristics to be recognizable. I
can see the exact spot where the Kraut Sergeant begged me to
take his Walther 7.65 as a gift of lasting friendship.
J am sorry to say I could not find the Hallowed Ground where I
received the Million Dollar Wound. They have pulled up tracks
and messed around so the Holy Places are just too hard to find.
Despite the trauma, I would still recommend the pilgrimage as
a worthwhile endeavor.
If you would like to contribute to the German Schevenhutte
story, the guy who is writing it is: Gunter Vonderweiden,
Obersteinstrasse, 38, 0-52223 Stolberg, Germany, 02402-26374.
Does anyone know where I can get a metal OCTOFOIL? My
German guide wants one. Have fun at the North Pole, you can
thaw out next year in Sin City. CHESTER H.JORDAN
1058 West Lakeview Drive
Baton Rouge, La., 70810




as part of a report by the
B~laws Committee. After discus-
Sion, the meeting voted to
accept the report.
Under Article XV, Section 52,
the following proposed amend-
ments may be adopted at the
next meeting provided that ref-
erence to them is made in the
notice for the meeting.
1. INCREASE THE NUMBER
OF MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
OF GOVERNORS FROM 15 TO
17:
To change so much of the
first paragraph of Article V
Section 27 as reads: "It will con~
sist of a total of {WeeR (1a)
members" so as to read "It will
consist of a total of seventeen
(17) members."
Explanation - Recent increases
in the number of chapters have
made it desirable to increase the
number of members of the Board
of Governors.
2. INCREASE THE NUMBER
OF MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
REQUIRED FOR A QUORUM
$8,SOO.00 FROM 8 TO 9.
200.00 To change so much of Article
1,000.00 VII, Section 33 as reads: "~
00 .,. Governors shall ... consti-
4,000.00 tute a quorum ... " so as to read:
$13,700.00 nine (9) Governors shall ... con-
3,606.00 stitute a quorum ... "
Explanation - This change
$17,306.00 would preserve the present pro-
portion of Governors necessary
to constitute a quorum.
3. PROVIDE FOR THE ELEC-
TION OF ALTERNATE MEM-
BERS OF THE BOARD OF GOV-
ERNORS.
To amend Article V, Section
27, so as to insert the following
Paragraph b: "b. The members
of the Association at the Annual
Meeting shall also elect by plu-
rality vote an alternate for each
member elected to the Board of
Governors. In the absence of
the regular Board member at
. any meeting of the Board of
Governors said alternate mem-
ber shall serve with full powers
to ct in his place."
Explanation Under the present
bylaws, if a member of the Board
of Governors is absent from a
meeting no one else can take his
place. Recently, a meeting was
called but not enough Governors
were present to constitute a quo-
rum. This amendment would pro-
vide a remedy.
President Wisniewski thanked
Ron Murphy and his committee
for their report. Upon a motion
made by Fran Maher, and sec-
onded by Henry Santos, it was
voted to: Accept the report of
the By-laws Committee.
Red Phillips spoke on the
Change of the By-laws as sub-
mitted by John Miller and
Gordon Schneider of the Texas-
Greater So. Western Chapter
and as suggested by the By-laws
committee the matter will be
held in abeyance.
Emil DeDonato a member of
the Florida Chapter sponsors of
the 1995 Reunion told of the
events that will take place at
that reunion being held in New
Orleans on May 25 to 28, 1995.
Details will appear in the next
issue of the Octofoil.
Tom Boyle spoke of the annu-
al Worcester Memorial being
continued by "Friends of Father
Connors" since his demise in
1986. This year it will be held on
October 23, at Immaculate
Conception Church. More
details will appear in the
Octofoil.
There being no other busi-
ness to come before this meet-
ing and upon a motion made by
Trevor Jones and seconded by
Hermon Rahen it was voted to:
Close the meeting at 12:00
Noon.
Florida Chapter, Mike Belmonte
lIIinois Chapter and Herb Olsen'
New England Chapter. PreSiden~
Wisniewski called for nomina-
tions from the Floor and there
being none and upon a motion
made by Pat DeColli and sec-
onded by Charles Libreto it was
voted to close the nominations
and instruct the secretary to
cast one ballot for a unanimous
vote. President Wisniewski
thanked Len Tomassone and his
committee for their efforts.
Finance Committee
Frank Haines, Chairman of
the Finance Committee named
these members who served on
th.iS ~ommittee: Everett Tapp
Michigan Chapter, Lewis Gray,
Illinois Chapter, Marty Gross
New York Chapter, Ton;
Soprano, Philly Delaware Valley
Chapter, Norris Gray, Florida
Chapter, Ed Gill, New Jersey
Chapter, Rev. Gerald Rowan at



























Frank Haines and his Committee
for their report and upon a
motion made by Emil Langer
~nd seconded by Elmer Wagner
It was voted to: Accept the
report of the Finance
Committee.
By-Laws Committee
Ron Murphy, Chairman of the
By-Laws committee when called
upon named these members
who served with him 011 this
committee:
Fran Maher, New England
Chapter, Jack Collier, Illinois




Western Chapter, Pat DeColli,
Philly Delaware Valley Chapter,
AI Zenka, Art Schmidt, New
York Chapter. Dave Heller
Judge Advocate attended th~





The Committee agreed that
the Proposal to Change the By-
laws as submitted by John
Miller and Gordon Schneider
had several items to be consid-
ered for a vote and after discus-
sion suggested that it be tabled
till next year.
The By-laws Committee rec-
ommends a proposal to change
the By-laws (1) regarding the
Board of Governors be
increased from 15 to 17 mem-
bers (2) that the quorum for the
~oard of Governors meetings be
Increased from 8 to 9 members.
Proposed Amendments to
the Bylaws - June 11, 1994
The follOWing proposed·
amendments to the Bylaws
were submitted to the Annual
Meeting of the Association held
Lake Placid, on June II, 1994,
who served with him on this
committee: Anton Dietrich and
Marv Levy, New York Chapter,
Nick Dogostino of the Philly
Chapter, Floyd Hennessey of
the Michigan Chapter and Mike
BelmGnte of the Illinois Chapter.
The committee reports that
they find the persons responsi-
ble for putting out the Octofoil
Marie and Dan Quinn and
WaIter O'Keeffe were doing an
exceptional job with their pro-
duction.
The committee also recom-
mends in the interest of enhanc-
ing the "visual" aspect of the
Newsletter or Chapter Reports
sections it is suggested by this
group that any chapter wishing
to have their own Chapter iden-
tification graphic printed above
their column, that they be given
the option to do so providing
that the Chapter submit their
own camera ready art.
President Emil DeDonato and
AI Ferrante for their report and
upon a motion made by Red
Phillips and seconded by Phil
Bermall it was voted· to: Accept
the report of the Newspaper
committee.
Miscellaneous Committee
John O'Grady chairperson of
the Miscellaneous Committee
when called upon for his report
named the following members
who served on this committee:
Ower. Salle, Florida Chapter,
George Bentley, Michigan
Chapter, AI Lipton, New York
Chapter, Red Phillips at Large,
Larry Kaufman, New England
Chapter, Henry Santos, Florida
Chapter, James Driscoll, Florida
Chapter and Herbert Brasing-
ton, Texas Chapter. The
Committee recommends that a
Plaque be placed at the
Remagen Bridge in Germany
dedicated to the men who
fought, were wounded, orKIA
there and that the Board of
Governors appropriate $2000.00
from the Memorial Fund for this
Monument.
The Committee recommpnds
that unless some one person
volunteers to take full responsi-
bility of getting the names
doing the computer typing, f~l~
lowing through with all the
mechanics of funding and dis-
tributing then it is best at this
time to table it until such time
someone comes forward to han-
dle the Directory.
This committee also rpcom-
mends that the Board of
Governors give approval to
Henry Santos of the Veterans
Awards Committee for the pur-
chase of the television sets to
be presented to the Veterans
Hospital in Lyons, New Jersey.
President Wisniewski thanked
John O'Grady and his commit-
tee for their report and upon a
motion made by Elmer Wagner
and seconded by Herman Rahn
it was voted to: Accept the
report and recommendations of
the Miscellaneous Committee.
Nominating Committee
Len Tomassone of the
Nominating Committee when
called upon named the follow-
ing members who served with
him on this committee: Emil
Langer, New York Chapter,
Elmer Wagner, Michigan
Chapter, Paul Clark, Illinois
Chapter, Bill Carson, Florida
Chapter and Jack Blann, Texas-
Gr South Western Chapter. As
there will be four members
going off the Board *BiII Carson
Florida, Howard Gartner, IIIinoi~
Chapter, Ron Murphy, New
England and Len Tomassone
from the Philly-Delaware Valley
Chapter, the committee recom-
mends that the four be replaced
by these members: Nick
Dogostino, Philly-Delaware
Valley Chapter, Jim Driscoll,
only member of that Committee
present at the reunion and he
was urged by the Board mem-
bers to consider the request.
The matter will be discussed at
~he General Membership meet-
Ing to take place on Friday June
10th.
Emil DeDonato discussed the
Membership Directory and it is
expected to be discussed at the
General Meeting to be held on
Friday June 10, 1994.
There being no other busi-
ness to come before the Boarel
and upon a motion made by Len
Tomassone and seconded by AI
Ferrante it was voted to:




Minutes of the 49th Meeting
of the General Membership
The Ninth Infantry
Division Association
The 49th Meeting of the
General Membership of the
Ninth Infantry Division
Association was held on June
10, 1994 attended by 195 mem-
bers. President Ed Wisniewski
called the meeting to order at
9:30 AM and asked the members
to rise and salute our flag while
reciting the "Pledge of
Allegiance" with him. Ed
requested that the members
remain standing for a moment
of silent prayers for the depart-
ed men of the Ninth. President
Wisniewski then named the var-
ious committee chairmen for
the following Committees: AI
Ferrante Newspaper Committee,
Len Tomassone Nominating
Committee, John O'Grady Mis-
cellaneous Committee. Frank
Haines Finance Committee and
Ron Murphy By-Laws Commit-
tee. The membership was asked
by the President if they would
like to serve on any of the com-
mittees and requested the
Chairperson to stand arid be
recognized. The meeting was
then adjourned till 10:30 AM so
that the committees could hold
their meetings.
At 10:30 AM President called
the meeting back to order and
again requested the member-
ship to stand and recite with
him the "Pledge of Allegiance"
to our Flag, to remain standing
for a moment of silent Prayer
for all those departed members
and their families.
The secretary Dan Quinn was
called upon to read the minutes
of the last General Meeting that
was held in San Antonio last
October 1993. Upon a motion
made by Henry Santos and sec-
onded by Trevor Jones it was
voted to: Accept the reading of
the minutes and instruct the
secretary to place copy of same
on tile.
Tom Boyle the Treasurer of
the Association was asked for
his report and Tom gave a
detailed report of the Financial
Conditions of the Association.
Once again Boyle concluded by
stating "It is my considered
opinion that our fine
Association is in good financial
condition. A large part of this is
due to the attention given it by
our officers and Board of
Governors. Upon a motion
made by Trevor Jones and sec-
onded by Pat DeColli it was
voted to: Accept the report of
the Treasurer. President Ed
Wisniewski thanked Boyle for
his report and efforts.
Newspaper Committee
President Wisniewski then
called for the Committee
reports and the first was the
Newspaper committee co-
chaired by Emil DeDonato with
AI Ferrante, who was delayed.
Emil named these members
Minutes of the 176th Meeting
of the National Board
The 176th meeting of the
National Board of Governors of
the Ninth Infantry Division
Association, took place at the
Holiday Inn-Lake Placid, New
York on June 9, 1994. The meet-
ing was called to order at 4:00
PM by President Ed Wisniewski
who welcomed the members
and asked them to stand for a
moment of silent prayer for our
departed comrades. Attending
the meeting were board mem-
bers Len Tomassone, Ron
Murphy, Frank Haines John
O'Grady, Bill Carson ~nd AI
Ferrante. Also in attendance
were 1st VP Pat DeColli, 2nd VP
Fran Maher, Past Presidents
Emil Langer, John Bonkowski
Mike Belmonte, Lou Gray, and
Elmer Wagner. (Treasurer Tom
Boyle) - Members Jim Driscoll
Trevor Jones, Phil Berman, Emii
DeDonato, and AI Zenka.
The secretary Dan Quinn
read the minutes of the last
meeting held in San Antonio
Texas on October 9, 1993 and
upon a motion made by Len
Tomassone and seconded by
Ron Murphy it was voted to:
Accept the reading of the min-
utes and instruct the secretary
to place copy of same on file.
Tom Boyle the treasurer
reported for the year on the
spendings and income of the
association since last October
(1993) and upon a motion made
by Frank Haines and seconded
by Bill Carson it was voted to:
Accept the Treasurers report.
Fran Maher Chairman of the
1994 Reunion briefed the mem-
bers as to the attendance (over
500 people expected) and
events that will take place on
Thur.sday, Friday and Saturday.
PresIdent Wisniewski thanked
Maher for his report.
The Secretary read the repor'.
submitte·1 by the Texas-South-
western Chapter held in San
Antonio in 1993. A profit of
$4758.23 was realized from the
reunion. President Wisniewski
expressed his thanks to the
Texas Chapter members for
their hard work in conducting a
great reunion. Upon a motion
made by Frank Haines and sec-
onded by Len Tomassone it was
voted to: Accept the report of
the Texas-Southwestern Chap-
ter and thank them for a won-
derful reunion.
President Ed Wisniewski then
named the following Board
members to chair the various
committees: Newspaper - AI
Ferrante, Finance Committee
Frank Haines, Miscellaneous -
John O'Grady, By-laws - Ron
Murphy and Nominating
Committee - Len Tomassone.
Emil DeDonato of the Florida
Chapter (who will conduct the
1995 Reunion in New Orleans)
reported that he and Phil
Berman had met in that city and
selected the Hotel Clarion for
May 25-28, 1995. This hotel has
over 700 rooms, more than
enough to house all our mem-
bers under one roof with plenty
of meeting rooms to accommo-
date the needs of the associa-
tion. Details will appear in the
O~tof2}.1. President Wisniewski
thctllKe8 DeDonato and Berman
for their report.
Fran Maher briefed the mem-
bers as to the Memorial Service
to be held on Saturday morning.
Ed Hopkins, President of the
New Jersey Chapter presented a
proposal to be considered for
the Veterans Awards Commit-
tee. Hopkins is a volunteer
worker at the New Jersey Lions
VA Hospital and he requested
to be considered for the yearly
Veterans Awards given to VA
Hosoital. Henrv Santos was the
A FINAL TRIBUTE TO AN
ARMY BUDDY
Kenneth M. Kalin died on May
12, 1994. He served as Message
Center Chief of the 47th Infantry
Regiment until his return to the
States under the rotation sys-
tem at which time I took over as
Chief.
When his wife Dottie
informed me of his death, I con-
tacted John O'Grady, President
of the Florida Chapter who lives
minutes away from Ken's
home. John and his wife
Katherine attended the services
at the Funeral Chapel to express
the sympathies of the entire 9th
Infantry Division Association
and especially those of the
Florida Chapter. Ken was a
member of the Florida Chapter.
Ken Kalin was born on
October 16, 1917 and is sur-
vived by his wife Dottie, his
daughter Cindy and two grand-
children.
Emil J. De Donato
3650 S.W. Mosswood St.
Dunnellon, FL 34431
84th F.A. Hqs. Btry.
WALTER RICKER
429 C.M. Jones Co.
Greenville, Tn. 37745
We had a great time at Lake
Placid Reunion. It was so good
to see many of our friends and
their wives (and some had their
grandchildren). I think all had a
good time. I sure hope we can
get together at many more
reunions.
It was sure good to see Aaron
Lubin at Lake Placid. I had not
seen him in fifty years! I am
sending my dues for three more
years. Hope everyone stays
well.
WALT STROMER
410 7th Ave. South
Mt. Vernon, IA 52314
I think my cousin was killed
about October 10. His name ~as
Clinton Kruger, Blue Hill,
Nebraska. Medic with the 39th
Regiment. Was in on the Africa
invasion, Sicily etc. He was
about 5' 10", stocky build,
brown to reddish hair. He was
one of those unlucky men who
got drafted, never got home on
leave before going overseas,
and Aachen, Home Chapel -
however spelled. His sister has
sDmepictures of the&r.Qye,
from the Army maybe.
I was with the 87th Division;
joined them in England about
late November, 1944; into
France about Dec. 1; into action
east of Metz; then Battle of the
Bulge Jan. 1; I was blinded Jan.
6, but came back, went to col-
lege, taught school, married,
new retired.

























Greater New York Area Chapter Report
On May 21, 1994, one week before the national Memorial Day
observance the Greater NY Area Chapter held its annual
Memorial Se~vice at the National Cemetery in Farmingdale, Long
Island, NY. About thirty members and ladies attended and
marched from the parking lot down the Boulevard of Flags to
the main flag pole. Heading the procession was the Octofoil
flowered wreath carried by two venerable 9th men, followed by
member color guards proudly carrying standards with Ole Glory
and Octofoil flags fluttering against the clear blue sky. A Spanish
television news crew covered the event. At a lectern in front of
the main flag pole Chapter president Al Zenka, with the color
guard and rifle honor guard behind him, and the rest of the
members seated on folding chairs before him, officiated at the
service. Members stood for the pledge of allegiance to the flag
and resident chaplain George Apar gave an eloquent invocation.
Short remarks remembering our deceased 9th men were
made by Dan Quinn, Esta liBretto, and Art Schmidt who attend-
ed in his wheel chair. The honor guard, with rifles provided by
Tony Varone's VFW post 5796 in Nissequogue, fired a salute in
memory of the 4,581 9th men who gave their lives in World War
II. We also remembered our comrades who had passed on dur-
ing these fifty-odd years since. Recorded taps were played and
services concluded. The chapter thanks VA Cemetery Director
David M. Cariota and his staff for their assistance and prepara-
tions. After the ceremony some members were interviewed on
camera by the Spanish TV crew.
Following the memorial service we headed for Bethpage State
Park where comrades and ladies relaxed and picnicked on hot
dogs, hamburgers, sausages, sour kraut, potato chips and bever-
ages. Tony Varone, Al Zenka and their hospitality crew provided
the victuals and barbecue utensils. Invited David Cariota and his
family also joined us. Around 4 P.M., we began policing our pic-
nic area and headed home - to meet again at the Lake Placid
Reunion on June 9.
June 9-11 Lake Placid Reunion
The next get-together of the NY Chapter was at the 49th
Annual Reunion at Lake Placid, NY, June 9-11. On the whole, the
New England Chapter did an excellent job of hosting the
reunion. Except for surviving unexpected tiny "black flies" that
attacked us outdoors - on the golf course, on sightseeing river
boats, at the top of the 90mm hill ski jump and Whiteface
Mountain - we had a great time seeing old buddies again. The
Holiday Inn went all out to make our stay comfortable and satis-
fyiug._Qining, dj.lllc:iIJg an~~[ltertaill!D~llJ~90~ e'!i~a.Q!~,--~
The business meetings brought forth many new and renewed
proposals to benefit the 9th Int. Div. Ass'n. As a delegate to the
Board of Governors from the NY Chapter yours truly proposed
the NY Chapter offer to host the 51 st reunion in 1996. I intro-
duced NY Chapter activities committee chairman Marty Gross
to the Board and he~'presented dc~~ils for consideration of the
Concord Resort Hotel in the Catskills, NY, as our preferred
choice for the convention. Another offer was made by the NJ
delegate to host the reunion at Valley Forge. A vote in favor of
NY gave the honor of hosting the 1996 reunion. In the meantime
- we look forward to the Florida Chapter hosting the
National Convention in New Orleans in 1995.
Attending the Lake Placid reunion, were these Greater NY
Area Chapter members and some of their ladies: John Morris,
Frank Fazio, Bill Mullen, Marty Gross,Tony DeRobertis, Art
Schmidt, Anton Dietrich, William O'Keeffe, Dan Quinn, Emil
Langer, Charlie liBretto, Aaron Lubin, Al Lipton, AI Zenka, John
Margolise, Al Eisen, Ralph Witzen and George Nicklin. To other
NY Chapter members who attended but whose names I did not
record, this reporter sincerely apologizes.
Last NY Meeting Until Fall
The NY Chapter's regularly scheduled monthly meeting was
held at the Masonic Hall, 71 W 23rd St on June 17, 1994
After a summer hiatus the Greater NY Area Chapter will meet
again on Friday, ~,eptember 16, 1994.
Remember to pay your NY Chapter dues. Dues are $10 for one
year, $25 for 3 years, and $75 for Lifetime Membership. Make
checks payable to "Greater NY Chapter, 9th Inf. Div. Ass'n."
Send to Charles Vandermark, 38 Miller Avenue, Floral Park, NY
11001-3325. (Tel. 516-352-7360) Marv Levy
CONCORD RESORT HOTEL ruN-WEEK!
New York Area Chapter, Mini Get-Together Set For
Monday-Friday, October 3-7, 1994
NY Chapter invites all 9th men, friends and relatives to join in
the Concord Resort Hotel Get-Together in the Catskill
Mountains, NY. General details are as follows:
* 5 days/4 nights - more or less are available. Rates include
gratuities.
*Superior Accommod: Doub occ- $296.33. Sing occ-$358.54.
*Standard Accommod: Doub occ-$280.78. Sing occ-$339.1O.
* 3 meals daily, free golf, dancing & entertainment nightly.
* 50 rooms will be held for our group until Septemher 6.
*$50 deposit check per person required with all reservations.
*All checks payable to: The Concord Resort Hotel. (NY
Chapter will not handle any money or reservations for the
group).
*Write: NY Chapter 9th Inf Div Ass'n on checks and reserva-
tion form so our group will be seated together at meals and in
the nightclub.
*Mail deposits and reservations to: The Concord Resort Hotel
(Group Reservations) Kiamesha Lake, NY 12751-011R.
*Late reservations, best call hotel: 1-800-431-3850 (Group
Reservations, NY Chapter, 9th Int Div Ass'n).
*Mail reservations should include: your Name, Address, City,
State, Zip, Home Tel., No. of Children & Ages, Names and totals
of Additional Persons, Accommodations desired - 1st and 2nd
choice, Rate, Date of Arrival & Departure, and Amt. of Deposit.
*For more info contact: Marty Gross, 516-791-6767 or Al Zenka
718-479-9341.
HQ Co. 39th. & F Co. 39th.
WILLIAM (BILL) DOUTHIT
9024 Mettler Dr.
EI Paso, Texas 79925-4046
This is my first time to write
to "The Getoroi/." However, I
look forward to getting each
issue and thoroughly read it.
I want to pay honor to two of
my fellow officers. They are
General Frank Gunn, retired and
Mr. George A. Pedrick.
GeneralGunn was my BN.
Commander and Mr. Pedrick
was my Company Commander.
They both were outstanding
leaders and great men. In fact, I
have never known greater gen-
tlemen. It was my privilege to
serve with them. These out-
standing leaders still stay in
touch with me, and I am so
thankful for that.
This coming December, I will
be 80 years of age. I am in good
health and still working. I am a
greeter at K-Mart and thorough-
ly enjoy it. I love being and deal-
ing with people.
Have a good time at the 50th.
Reunion in Lake Placid next
month. Surely would like to be
with you, but not this time.
May God continue to bless us
all.




I can't begin to find the right
words for the pleasure of seeing
all of you at Lake Placid and the
wOlldelfuJ lillie Jiad-by-att-----
This year I had my daughter
with me and she is still raving
about the fine time she had, and
how nice everyone was to her.
She believes m~now,when I tell
her that I belo~g to the' b~st and
highest society of all the world.
THE NINTH INFANTRY DIV.
ASSOCIATION.
Thanks to all of you for mak-
ing her welcome. And for
myself, I am overpleased to
have met some new M.ers. Our
trip up and back was very
enjoyable with John and Ruth
Knight, who are always a plea-
sure to be with.
I don't know if I will make
New Orleans next year or not,
but if I don't I sure will be think-
ing of all of you.
And Bill Horan, you get well
and on your feet good. We
missed you terribly.
It is very hot here today so I'll
just get on outa here and say so
long until next time.
Be "Good, Kind and Careful,"
and may all your pleasures turn
into habits and vice-versa.
47th Inf. B Co.
ROBERT EDIE
533 Stratton Ave. S.W.
New Philadelphia, OH 44663
I want to thank all the people
that sent Robert get well cards,
after he had to have his leg
amputated. And for all the cards
they sent him on his 80th hirth-
day. To special friends Edward
and Helen Sarnocinski I want to
thank them for the nice article
they wrote to the Octofoil, and
for the visits they have made.
Also George Bentley. and
Jane for the nice letter they
have sent. As I am in a wheel-
chair and can only go when
someone takes me, it is nice to
get cards and letters.
Thanks again to everyone and
God Bless.




I joined the Ninth Division in
July 1943 in Sicily. I was sent to
Company K, 39th Inf. Shortly
after, I was transferred to Hq.
Co. of the 39th. I was in the wire
section, running telephone
wires to the battalions. I stayed
with the Ninth Div. until after
the war and was later trans-
ferred to the Tenth Armored
Div. for transfer home.
I joined the Ninth Division
Assn. when it was formed at the
end of the war, but somewhere
along the line I dropped out. I
would like to rejoin at this time
and say hello to anyone who
remembers me. I still keep in
contact with Byron Wertman
who is still a member.
47th Inf. M Co.
RICHARD YATES
384 Spreading Oak Ln.
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
I will not be attending the
reunion at Lake Placid.
Would you put a small note in
the next edition of the Octofoil
that I was on the 50th anniver-
sary tour of "0" Day and tell
Vestal Lester and Reseda Coly,
Wm Lynch of Denver and Leo
Falton that I plan on seeing
them in New Orleans in 1995.
15th Engrs. A Co.
GEORGE DUGAN
3625 EI Camino Real
~Atas£adem, u..-93422
Enclosed are three more
years dues. Please use the extra
for the Memorial Fund in memo-
ry of Frank Meithe. Ross Bray
and Patsy Trotta (all from Co. A
15th).
I'm still hanging in there even
if I haven't been able to make
the last couple of reunions.
I sure miss the Worcester get-
togethers.
39th Inf. G. Co.
ARTHUR VOLLKOMMER
6 Garden Court
New Hyde Pk, NY 11040
I have not written letters for
years to the 9th Inf. Most of the
fellows I knew are not around.
I find myself sorry for this but
I have had heart trouble (opera-
tion) diabetes, ulcers and other
illnesses.
I await the news from the
Octofoil but it seems there are
not many Co. G. 39th Inf. fellows
left. To those who are I offer my
salute.
I have one req uest I would
like to make. I have no record
(lost it) of my combat. I would
appreciate it if I could get a
record of it. I hope you can help
me.
I joined the 9th in a school
house in Algiers and went from
there through all the campaigns
Tunisia, Sicily to England,
Normandy, Belgium, Germany
back to Belgium to stop the
German push. Over the
Remargen bridge and all the
way to the Elle River where we
met the Russians. I was wound-
ed at the Falaise Gap but
returned to Co G 39, was with
them all the way.
Hope you can help.
Hq. Co. 2nd Bn. 47th Inf.
JOHN JUNG
603 N. Church St.
Greensboro, N. C.27403
Please find check for three
years dues.
I joined when the association
was first formed but have
neglected to stay in touch
through the years. I will try and
be a more faithful member here-
after.
Deadline for next issue Oct. 20th
